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BOOK REVIEW

 Ryan D. Foster, Ph.D., LPC- S, NCC
Marymount University

Making Sense of Near- Death Experiences: A Handbook  
for Clinicians by Mahendra Perera, Karuppiah Jagadheesan, and 
Anthony Peake (Editors), Philadelphia, PA: Jessica Kingsley, 2012, 
176 pp., $29.95 pb (ISBN 978-1-84905-149-1); $16.17 Kindle ed. 
(ISBN 978-0-85700-342-3).

As a counselor educator and practitioner whose primary research in-
terest is to broaden understanding of transpersonal phenomena among 
mental health care professionals, I was looking forward to reading 
Making Sense of Near- Death Experiences: A Handbook for Clinicians, 
and even more excited to learn that several experts in the field of near- 
death studies had written chapters in this book. In addition, because 
I co- authored a chapter (Foster, James, & Holden, 2009) a few years 
ago in which my co- authors and I reviewed implications of near- death 
experience (NDE) research on health care professionals, I was curi-
ous to see what additional applications the authors of the chapters in 
Making Sense offered.

In Jan Holden’s Foreword to the book, she described her perception 
of the intent of this edited work: to provide health care profession-
als from a variety of disciplines accurate and timely information that 
may assist them to better prepare for a patient or client’s report of 
an NDE. Unfortunately, I found that this text offered nothing new to 
health care professionals that couldn’t be found elsewhere, and overall 
seemed to lack important details that would assist health care profes-
sionals in developing a more complete picture of NDEs. In my opinion, 
health care professionals would be served better in reading something 
like The Handbook of Near- Death Experiences (Holden, Greyson, & 
James, 2009) in which chapter authors provided comprehensive re-
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views of all published research through 2006. In the spirit of full dis-
closure, I co- authored one of the chapters in the Handbook.

One of the prominent issues that plagues Making Sense is the lack 
of focus on scholarly writing throughout each chapter. Likely this con-
cern is due to a poor editing process. For example, the authors were 
consistently inconsistent with changing between use of third person 
and first person to describe themselves— sometimes within the same 
paragraph. Although this book was intended for a practitioner- oriented 
audience, I found the inconsistent use of basic scholarly writing style 
made many portions of the book difficult to read; hence, I struggled 
to understand some of the theses in many of the chapters. Notwith-
standing these weaknesses, I did find aspects of value throughout the 
book, which I describe in the following review of the contents of each 
chapter.

Chapter Topics

Subsequent to Jan Holden’s Forward and editor acknowledgements, 
editors Mahendra Perera, Karuppiah Jagadheesan, and Anthony 
Peake provided the reader with an introduction and brief summary 
of each chapter. The most helpful part of the Introduction was an 
acknowledgement of their intent to balance presentation of NDE re-
search and their authors’ unique views of practical implications for 
health care practice. However, I disagreed with their editorial intent 
to allow authors to express their individual perspectives, indicating to 
me a non- scholarly focus, opening up debate about the degree to which 
editors ensured that authors’ points of view were based on tentative 
research conclusions.

Chapter one was written by P. M. H. Atwater. In typical Atwa-
ter style, she quoted herself as a precursor to the chapter content. 
Atwater began by giving intriguing background information about 
Raymond Moody’s early interaction with George Ritchie and the sub-
sequent formation of the Association for the Scientific Study of Near- 
Death Phenomena, now the International Association for Near- Death 
Studies. The remainder of the chapter included definitions and fea-
tures of NDEs, the bulk of which were culled from Atwater’s own 
investigations— which she referred to as research. Here, too, Atwater 
made a basic mistake in making conclusions based in science:  She 
seemed much too convinced that her investigations yielded inarguable 
results.

In Chapter Two, Perera and Rohan Jayasuriya presented a review 
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of epidemiological studies. I expected to see references throughout the 
chapter to Nancy Zingrone and Carlos Alvarado’s (2009) work as well 
as Allan Kellehear’s (2009) chapter in The Handbook of Near- Death 
Experiences (Holden et al., 2009). Alas, the authors of this chapter 
made no reference to these prior analyses. However, Perera and Jayas-
uriya presented an analysis based in solid scientific methodology with 
useful implications for future research.

Jagadheesan and John Belanti discussed NDE phenomenology in 
Chapter Three. A unique aspect of this chapter was Belanti’s nar-
rative of his own NDE and subsequent application of Moody’s (1975) 
original 15 features. The authors also discussed common aftereffects 
of NDEs as well as characteristics that distinguish NDEs from other 
brain- states, such as hallucinations, drug- induced states, and poten-
tially related transpersonal phenomena. They also reviewed ways in 
which a practitioner may distinguish NDEs from other states of con-
sciousness through use of Ring’s (1980) Weighted Core Experience In-
dex and Greyson’s (1983) NDE Scale.

In Chapter Four, ornella Corazza and K. A. L. A. Kuruppuarach-
chi identified cross- cultural aspects of NDEs. They reviewed research 
on NDEs across the globe from China, Japan, India, Sri Lanka, and 
Melanesia, providing a comparison of non- Western and Western NDE 
features. This chapter, in my view, is one of the most complete chap-
ters in the book.

Cherie Sutherland presented an excellent review of the literature 
on children’s NDEs in Chapter Five. She provided a helpful compari-
son of child NDEs to adult NDEs and reviewed in detail many of the 
concerns relevant to collecting retrospective accounts of NDEs that 
can be several decades old. Sutherland linked results from investiga-
tions into accounts of child NDEs to a number of implications for both 
health care professionals and parents whose children report NDEs.

In Chapter Six, cardiologist Pim Van Lommel discussed patho-
physiological aspects of NDEs. He reviewed related physiological and 
chemical processes in coming close to death, such as oxygen deficiency, 
carbon- dioxide overload, ketamine, endorphin, and psychedelics. The 
most helpful aspect of this chapter, in my opinion, was his review of 
brain functioning when people come close to or enter clinical death.

Chapter Seven, written by Satwant Pasricha, included a review of 
common psychological aspects of NDEs via the use of case studies. 
Pasricha distinguished NDEs from such psychological phenomena as 
birth memory, depersonalization, autoscopy, and post- traumatic stress 
disorder. He ended his chapter with guidelines for mental health pro-
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fessionals who counsel NDE clients. Curiously, he made no reference 
to the disclosure needs of NDErs outlined by Hoffman (1995a, 1995b); 
certainly, as a professional counselor myself, I find Hoffman’s qualita-
tive study incredibly useful as I attend to clients who have reported 
NDE or NDE- like phenomena.

In Chapter Eight, Peake placed close focus on a commonly reported 
experience in NDEs, that of a bright, all encompassing light or source 
of light. He reviewed applications of particular forms of light as an 
agent in heightened levels of consciousness and potential related ef-
fects on the brain. Additionally, Peake indicated possible connections 
between zero point energy, a concept from quantum physics, and vari-
ous levels of consciousness.

In Chapter Nine, Paul Badham discussed religious aspects of 
NDEs. Particularly intriguing in this chapter is inclusion of descrip-
tions of NDE- related phenomena in major Eastern and Western re-
ligious texts— a topic previously addressed by Farnaz Masumian in 
The Handbook of Near- Death Experiences (Holden et al., 2009).

In Chapter Ten, Peter Fenwick reviewed aftereffects of NDEs and 
subsequent implications for medical professionals. I found it curious 
that this chapter was included, as the information therein seemed re-
petitive based on previous chapters in this book.

Chapter Eleven, written by David Wilde and Craig Murray, acted 
as a concluding chapter to the book. The authors summarized major 
NDE research findings and implications for future research. From my 
point of view, Wilde and Murray provided an honest and accurate view 
of the current state of NDE research, including the methodological 
issues that have plagued prior NDE research. Although this chapter 
was a valuable inclusion, it was curious to me that the editors also in-
cluded a subsequent Conclusion chapter that, to me, was unnecessary 
and, once again, repetitive.

Concluding Evaluation

overall, I ended up with a conflicted view of this book. Whereas I 
agree that a broad range of health care professionals would do well to 
have a concise overview of NDEs in order to provide the best profes-
sional care to patients and clients, I think the editors could have been 
more comprehensive in their editorial process. In addition, much of 
the information was repetitive, contradicting the idea of having a con-
cise guidebook. The actual text could have been greatly improved by 
applying basic writing edits and adhering to a more scholarly writing 
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style. Additionally, in some cases I thought the editors should have 
mitigated author opinion by explicitly distinguishing points of view 
versus conclusions based in research evidence. Although I might rec-
ommend this book to a general audience of health care providers, I 
believe there are much stronger texts that can serve as more compre-
hensive yet easily accessible guidebooks for health care professionals, 
particularly those who are most likely to be first line responders to 
patients or clients who report NDEs.
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